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ABSTRACT. THEΝAIMΝOFΝTHEΝPRESENTΝSTUDYΝISΝANΝINTROSPECTIONΝINΝTHOMASΝHARDY’SΝWELLKNOWN TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES,Ν FROMΝ THEΝ PERSPECTIVEΝ OFΝ THEΝ AUTHOR’SΝ LIFEΝ
PHILOSOPHY TOWARDS THE UNFAIRNESS OF EXISTENCE. THE DISCOURSE IS SCATTERED WITH
ELEMENTSΝ THATΝ FORETELLΝ TESS’S UNHAPPYΝ ENDING.Ν TESS’SΝ BEAUTYΝ WASΝ NOTΝ ANΝ
ADVANTAGE, BUT ON THE CONTRARY, A DISADVANTAGE: IT BROUGHT MISFORTUNE AND
UNHAPPYNESS TO HER. THIS IS THE CONCLUSION, THE READER REACHES AT A FIRST READING.
EXAMINED THROUGH THE EYES OF THE 21TH CENTURY READER, MORE PSYCHOLOGICAL
ANGLES ARE REVEALED.
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1. Introduction
TСeΝmottoΝinΝtСeΝtitleΝisΝaΝfraРmentΝfromΝWilliamΝSСakespeare’sΝKing Lear and pertain to
Gloucester, a noble man, loyal to king Lear. This philosophical thought, similar to a rhetorical
question,ΝrepresentsΝtСeΝman’sΝincapacityΝinΝfrontΝofΝimplacableΝfateΝandΝofΝDivineΝjudРement.ΝInΝ
a similar way, Hardy ends his novel, Tess of the D’Urbervilles, A Pure Woman: “JusticeΝ wasΝ
done, and the President of the Immortals (in Aeschylean phrase) has ended his sport with Tess.
As a parenthesis, Prometheus Bound was attributed to Aeschylus who lived between 525 and 456
BC in Eleusis; his birthplace is known for rituals of worship to Demeter, Earth Goddess. Some
historiographers credited him with inventing drama, other scholars found that there were
differencesΝbetweenΝPrometСeusΝBoundΝandΝotСerΝAescСylus’sΝplays.ΝTСeΝprotaРonistΝofΝtСeΝplayΝ
is Prometheus and scholars have seen the play as an act of rebellion against an unjust god.”
Hardy’sΝ pСilosopСicalΝ tСouРСtΝ onΝ tСeΝ oneΝ СandΝ andΝ onΝ tСeΝ otСer,Ν tСeΝ autСorialΝ discourseΝ ofΝ anΝ
omniscient author represents the conclusion of the novel and the overall theme of the novel –
The Injustice of Existence.
The motto has been used by Hardy himself in the Preface to the Fifth and Later Editions,
writtenΝ inΝ JulyΝ 1892.Ν InΝ fact,Ν tСeΝ novelΝ isΝ punctuatedΝ witСΝ manyΝ replicasΝ fromΝ SСakespeare’sΝ
plays, making the reader aware of the contemporary predicaments that the English playwright
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utilizes. The authorial Preface appearsΝtoΝСaveΝbeenΝwrittenΝinΝresponseΝtoΝtСoseΝreviewers,Ν“byΝ
farΝtСeΝmajority”ΝwСoΝenjoyedΝreadinРΝtСeΝnovelΝ“wСoΝСaveΝsoΝРenerouslyΝwelcomedΝtСeΝ tale”.Ν
NonetСeless,Ν tСereΝ wereΝ voicesΝ wСoΝ disaРreedΝ witСΝ tСeΝ Hardy’sΝ novel,Ν “tСereΝ СaveΝ beenΝ
objectorsΝbotСΝtoΝtСeΝmatterΝandΝtoΝrenderinР”.ΝInΝСisΝdefence,ΝHardyΝstatesΝtСatΝtСeΝnovelΝСadΝnotΝ
beenΝintendedΝtoΝbeΝ“didactic,ΝnorΝaРРressive”.ΝHisΝintentionsΝtowardΝtСeΝnovelΝwereΝtСatΝ“tСereΝ
were something more to be said in fiction than had been said about the shaded side of a wellknownΝcatastropСe”.ΝIΝmyselfΝseeΝtСisΝstatementΝasΝreminiscentΝfromΝtСeΝbeРinninРΝofΝtСeΝnovelΝ
in England, namely 18th century, when the writers were expected to write about real life and
Robinson Crusoe is an example of the case. Nonetheless, the late 18th century and 19th century
sawΝ tСeΝ developmentΝ ofΝ tСeΝ novelΝ asΝ sentimentalΝ andΝ melodramatic,Ν ifΝ weΝ tСinkΝ ofΝ Dickens’sΝ
novels. Hardy’sΝnovelΝisΝsentimentalΝtСrouРСΝtСeΝmisfortunesΝandΝsСortΝСappyΝeventsΝoccurrinРΝinΝ
Tess’sΝlife.ΝYetΝHardy’sΝnovelΝisΝdifferentΝtСrouРСΝtСeΝperspective,ΝtСeΝautСorΝsuРРestsΝСisΝnovelΝ
to be read, through the eyes of an objective reader, judging the facts from afar; the author himself
feelsΝsolidaryΝtoΝtСeΝprotaРonist’sΝsufferinР.
Tess of the D’Urbervilles may also be viewed as an example of those people living in the
country side, leaving their villages in search of a better life, the situation triggered upon by the
Industrial Revolution in the British Empire. At large, the Industrial Revolution brought about
advantages to the few rich contingents, nevertheless it brought poverty, unhappiness, and
misfortunes to the many. Tess is such an example, when she goes to Alec Durbeyfield family to
be hired by the rich relative. Her unusual beauty, even pagan, attracted Alec and from here
derivesΝTess’sΝmisfortuneΝandΝtСeΝnovelΝitself.Ν
Tess of the D’Urbervilles together with Jude the Obscure marked the closing phase
ofΝTСomasΝHardy’sΝcareerΝinΝfiction.ΝTСeyΝwereΝbotСΝconsideredΝtСeΝfinestΝofΝTСomasΝHardy,ΝonΝ
one hand and on the other, they both deal with sympathetic representative of working class, as
Encyclopaedia Britannica explains. Speaking from the point of view of the period they were
published, they belong to the 19th century, yet regarding the nature and treatment of the subject
matter they anticipate the 20th century.
2. Premises of Tess D’Urbervilles publication
GeoffreyΝHarvey’sΝinΝ„TessΝofΝtСeΝD’Urbervilles, Jude the Obscure, and the
AbandonmentΝofΝFiction”Ν[6]ΝstatesΝtСatΝtСeΝnovelΝcameΝtoΝbeΝpublisСedΝinΝHardy’sΝcontemporaryΝ
circumstances when the Victorian middle class image of women was culturally controlled. The
women were deprived of political and economic power whereas men and women were viewed in
separateΝ spСeres.Ν TСeΝ women’sΝ sexualΝ feelinРsΝ wereΝ deniedΝ wСileΝ tСeyΝ wereΝ twiceΝ victims:Ν asΝ
idealization and abuse. Hardy depicted intelligent and sympathetic portrayals of women as a
predicament of gender and class issues; nonetheless, education and marriage offered upward
social climbing. With his early novels, Hardy encountered censorship, but once he became an
established novelist, he advocated the achievement of selfhood and social freedom of the strong,
intelligent, sexual women.
FactsΝ andΝ peopleΝ cameΝ intoΝ Hardy’sΝ attentionΝ andΝ becameΝ inspirationalΝ sourcesΝ forΝ tСeΝ
novel’sΝ overallΝ plot.Ν InΝ tСisΝ sense,Ν someΝ ofΝ tСemΝ sСouldΝ beΝ mentioned:Ν aΝ TurbervilleΝ familyΝ
buried nearby Bere Regis of which he found out during a visit to Manor House at Wool; a noble
family’sΝdeclineΝwasΝbrouРСtΝintoΝСisΝattentionΝdurinРΝaΝvisitΝtoΝtСeΝremainsΝofΝWoolcombe,ΝanΝ
estateΝtСatΝusedΝtoΝ beΝinΝ tСeΝownersСipΝofΝtСeΝ Dorset’sΝHardys;Ν tСeΝlandscapeΝinΝ tСeΝnovelΝ wasΝ
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inspired to him by a visitΝtoΝtСeΝareasΝofΝ‘ValleyΝofΝtСeΝGreatΝDairies’ΝandΝtСeΝ‘ValleyΝofΝtСeΝLittleΝ
Dairies’; his source of inspiration for Tess was a young milkmaid, Augusta Way; the midnight
baptismΝ ofΝ Tess’sΝ babyΝ wasΝ inspiredΝ byΝ tСeΝ experienceΝ ofΝ tСeirΝ maid,Ν JaneΝ PСillips;Ν Tess’sΝ
СanРinРΝ forΝ murderΝ wasΝ basedΝ onΝ MartСaΝ Browne’sΝ СanРinР; Elisabeth Martha Brown, the
inspirationΝforΝTСomasΝHardy’sΝ“TessΝofΝtСeΝD’Urbervilles”;ΝElizabetСΝMartСaΝBrownΝ(e)ΝwasΝanΝ
ordinary woman of humble birth who worked as a servant. It is thought that she was born in
1810 or 1811 and that her maiden name was Clark. Not much else is known about her early
years. She became the last woman to be publicly hanged in Dorset, and is largely remembered as
the inspiration for Thomas Hardy's famous novel "Tess of the D'Urbervilles",
http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/browne.html AnРelΝ Clare’sΝ attitudesΝ remindΝ ofΝ HoraceΝ
Moule. Horatio Mosley Moule, the fourth son of Henry Moule, a vicar, was born on 30th May
1832 at Fordington. In 1851 Moule entered Trinity College, Oxford, but left without a degree. In
1854 he entered Queens' College, Cambridge, where he won the Hulsean Prize. Moule became
assistant master at Marlborough College. He also wrote articles for various literary journals.
Moule became friends with Thomas Hardy in 1856. Moule was eight years older than Hardy.
Moule has been described as "a charming and gentle man as well as a brilliant teacher". Moule
also introduced him to socialism and to the radical ideas being expressed in the Saturday Review.
Edited by John Douglas Cook, it attributed the majority of social evils to social inequality. Under
MoulețsΝinfluence,ΝHardyΝwroteΝСisΝfirstΝnovel,Ν“TСeΝPoorΝManΝandΝtСeΝLady”,ΝСttp://spartacuseducational.com/JmouleH.htm ; the novel had many titles in tСeΝbeРinninР,Ν‘TСeΝBodyΝandΝSoulΝ
ofΝSue’,Ν‘TooΝLate,ΝBeloved’,ΝbutΝtСeΝfinalΝtitleΝremainedΝasΝitΝisΝknownΝtoday.
There were many attempts to publish the novel, yet the Christian publishers were
frightened by the story of violation, unauthorized baptism and murder. In the New Review, in
JanuaryΝ 1890,Ν HardyΝ wroteΝ anΝ essayΝ inΝ wСicСΝ СeΝ expressedΝ СisΝ frustrationΝ atΝ tСeΝ editor’sΝ
censorsСip,Ν “CandourΝ inΝ EnРlisСΝ Fiction”.Ν TСeΝ conventionalityΝ ofΝ tСeΝ VictorianΝ societyΝ
compelled Hardy to publish the novel without the scenes mentioned before. The novel appeared
in weekly instalments from 4 July to 26 December 1891 and then published with much of the
original manuscript restored, in December 1891, by Osgood, McIlvaine & Co., in three volumes.
The Essex edition in 1912, also contained the dance scene at Chaseborough. In this edition,
TСomasΝ HardyΝ addedΝ tСeΝ subtitleΝ ‘AΝ PureΝ WomanΝ FaitСfullyΝ presentedΝ byΝ TСomasΝ Hardy’,Ν inΝ
defiance to the hypocrisy of the Victorian society.
Tess of the D’Urbervilles registered a great success and the critics described it as the
greatest novel of the century and received gratifying critiques from the important publications of
the time. Because of the different opinion on life and religion, Thomas Hardy and his wife,
Emma separated, to say a few words on his personal life.
Despite his success as a novel writer, Hardy stopped from writing novels after Jude the
Obscure. AsΝ TСomasΝ HardyΝ СimselfΝ putΝ it,Ν “tСeΝ experienceΝ completelyΝ curedΝ meΝ ofΝ furtСerΝ
interest in novel writinР”.ΝBecauseΝСeΝwasΝtiredΝofΝbeinРΝmisreadΝandΝbecauseΝСeΝwasΝdisРusted,Ν
Hardy decided to abandon fiction and devoted much attention to writing poetry.
3. AnticipatoryăelementsăannouncingăTess’săgrandăfinale.ăTextăanalysis
For the present paper, my aim is to comment on the last two chapters of the novel Tess of
the D’Urbervilles, chapter LVIII and LIX. The author ending his novel with 59 chapters may be
interpreted as the hope for a new beginning, as Tess had Angel promise to marry her sister, Liza
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Lu, a purer Tess. Moreover, I can interpret the chapters LVIII and LIX as Ecstasy and Agony,
jubilation and despair, since chapter LVIII has its protagonists, Tess and Angel live the most
enchanting and happiest moments in their lives, whereas chapter LIX represents the denouement,
Tess’sΝdeatС,ΝtСeΝ“fulfilment”ΝofΝСerΝunjustΝexistence.
CСapterΝLVIIIΝbeРinsΝwitСΝanΝanticipationΝofΝtСeΝРrandΝfinale,Ν“СeΝСadΝwalkedΝinΝСisΝsleepΝ
witСΝСerΝinΝСisΝarmsΝ[…]ΝandΝlaidΝСerΝdownΝinΝtСeΝstoneΝcoffinΝatΝtСeΝruinedΝabbey”,ΝtСeΝlocation
being a recurrent Gothic motif in Romanticism and beginning of Victorianism. Other
anticipatoryΝwordsΝareΝutteredΝbyΝTessΝСerself:Ν“WСoΝknowsΝwСatΝtomorrowΝСasΝinΝstore?”ΝTСeΝ
fiveΝdaysΝTessΝandΝAnРelsΝlivedΝinΝtСatΝ“desirableΝmansion”ΝwereΝtСeΝСappiest in their lives; with
nobody interposing between them. Everything they could see was the weather changing and the
birdsΝofΝtСeΝNewΝ Forrest.Ν “TСeΝbirds”ΝrepresentΝ aΝmotifΝrecurrentΝ inΝ Tess of the D’Urbervilles,
only at this point of the story they signify their hope that Tess might escape from the penalty,
since they continuously made plans.
InΝtСeseΝtwoΝcСapters,ΝTess’sΝmoodΝisΝmixed;ΝsadΝwitСΝtСeΝeventsΝtСatΝareΝaboutΝtoΝcomeΝ
“WСatΝ willΝ come,Ν willΝ come”,Ν yetΝ sСeΝ isΝ fullΝ ofΝ joyΝ “AllΝ isΝ troubleΝ outsideΝ tСere, inside here
content”.ΝHerΝsСortΝСappyΝinterludeΝcameΝtoΝanΝendΝwСenΝtСeΝСousekeeperΝinterfered.ΝTСeyΝСadΝtoΝ
leaveΝ“tСeΝСappyΝСouse”Ν– Ah, happy house – good-bye”.ΝTСeΝfiveΝdaysΝofΝСappinessΝrepresentedΝ
for Tess the last cigarette, a convict is allowed to have before execution and Tess herself admits:
“MyΝlifeΝcanΝonlyΝbeΝaΝquestionΝofΝweeks.ΝWСyΝsСouldΝweΝСaveΝnotΝstayedΝtСere?”
Another issue that is worth talking about is the role that nature plays in the development
of the story. In this chapter, the readerΝ encountersΝ StoneСenРe,Ν “tСeΝ СeatСenΝ temple”Ν asΝ TessΝ
cСaracterizesΝ itΝ orΝ “AΝ veryΝ templeΝ ofΝ tСeΝ winds”,Ν inΝ AnРel’sΝ opinion.Ν StoneСenРe,Ν “olderΝ tСanΝ
centuries;Ν olderΝ tСanΝ tСeΝ D’Urbervilles”Ν wasΝ builtΝ toΝ celebrateΝ tСeΝ sun.Ν HardyΝ incorporatinРΝ
pagan elements, seen as ancient beliefs, aims at asserting that the human existence cannot be
separated by religious practices and superstitions as they are closely related to the human society
as a whole. Moreover, Charlotte Bonica [classprojects.Kenyor.edu] interpretsΝ Hardy’sΝ useΝ ofΝ
paРanismΝasΝanΝ“innateΝandΝinescapableΝСumanΝneedΝtoΝmakeΝsenseΝofΝtСeΝuniverseΝinΝСumanlyΝ
understandableΝterms”.
So the pagan temple, Stonehenge is a stop for Angel and Tess in their way toward
fulfilment. Tess remembers that one of herΝmotСer’sΝ relativeΝ wasΝ aΝsСepСerdΝ“Сereabouts”Ν andΝ
that Angel himself called her pagan and says that she feels home here. Suddenly she feels
relaxed in front of the imposing monument, too high in height and comprehension for her; she
feels relieved before the final act, happy that Angel will have no occasion to despise her. Tess
emphasizes her enjoying Stonehenge, even if Angel points out that she was lying on an altar: The
stone on which she lies is a sacrificial altar, the sacrifices were performed to celebrate the
celestial body of life. “IΝlikeΝveryΝmucСΝtoΝbeΝСere”,ΝsСeΝmurmured.ΝItΝisΝsoΝsolemnΝandΝlonelyΝ–
after my great happiness – with nothing but the sky above my face. It seems as if there were no
folkΝinΝtСeΝworldΝbutΝweΝtwo.”ΝCliffsnotesΝinterpretsΝtСisΝasΝitΝfollows:Ν“TessΝСerselfΝisΝsacrificedΝ
toΝtСeΝlawsΝandΝmoraleΝofΝtСeΝnineteentСΝcentury.”
Chapter LIX, Hardy puts in stark contrast the city of Wintoncester, capital of Essex with
itsΝfineΝoldΝbuildinРs,ΝAnРelΝandΝLizaΝLuΝwantΝtoΝ“РetΝoutΝofΝtСeΝsiРСtΝofΝСouses”ΝasΝifΝtСeyΝcouldΝ
notΝtСinkΝofΝtСeΝСappinessΝtСatΝcouldΝСaveΝawaitedΝTess;ΝandΝtСeΝ“larРeΝred-brick building, with
levelΝ РreyΝ roofs,Ν andΝ rowsΝ ofΝ sСortΝ barredΝ windowsΝ bespeakinРΝ captivityΝ […]Ν witСΝ GotСicΝ
erections”.ΝCСapterΝLIXΝrepresentsΝtСeΝAРony,ΝAnРelΝandΝLizaΝLu,ΝwalkinРΝtowardΝTess’sΝfinalΝ
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sceneΝ asΝ “Giotto’sΝ twoΝ Apostles”Ν orΝ likeΝ lambsΝ sacrificedΝ forΝ EasterΝ onΝ tСeΝ CСristianΝ table.Ν
CСapterΝLXIXΝisΝtСeΝfulfilmentΝofΝTess’sΝpunisСment,ΝpunisСmentΝforΝwСat;ΝwСatΝmajorΝsinΝСasΝ
she committed? The crime of being young and beautiful and for living her life, because she
wanted to be loved by the man she loved?
4. Thomas Hardy, regarded as a modern novelist from the psychoanalytical
perspective of the novel
The novelty of approaching the much debated novel in the English literature is
representedΝ byΝ tСeΝ psycСoanalyticalΝ anРle.Ν InΝ “PsycСoloРicalΝ ApproacСes”,Ν GeoffreyΝ HarveyΝ
discussesΝ TСomasΝ Hardy’sΝ modernΝ tendencyΝ toΝ analyseΝ СisΝ cСaractersΝ fromΝ psycСoloРicalΝ
standpoint through this anticipating the 20th century novelists James Joyce and D.H. Lawrence.
Harvey’sΝ endeavourΝrelatesΝtoΝ tСeΝearlyΝtСeoryΝofΝSiРmundΝ FreudΝandΝtСeΝmoreΝrecentΝ workΝofΝ
JacquesΝ Lacan.Ν TСeΝ treadΝ ofΝ psycСoloРicalΝ criticismΝ СasΝ beenΝ runninРΝ tСrouРСΝ Hardy’sΝ novelsΝ
sinceΝ 1970’s.Ν TСeΝ scСolarΝ underlinesΝ tСeΝ assumptionΝ tСatΝ tСeΝ analysisΝ ofΝ Hardy’sΝ cСaractersΝ
revealsΝaΝpossibilityΝofΝuncoverinРΝtСeΝnovelist’sΝpsycСoloРicalΝpreoccupations.
Among those who dealt with this issue is Perry Meisel (1972) who asserts that, as early
as writing the Mayor of Casterbridge,Ν HardyΝ СimselfΝ admitsΝ tСatΝ ‘tСeΝ unconsciousΝ isΝ tСeΝ trueΝ
psycСicΝreality’Ν[5,Ν168].ΝYet,ΝMeiselΝassertsΝtСatΝTess of the D’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure
exploreΝ tСeΝ psycСoloРicalΝ conflictΝ betweenΝ tСeΝ ‘Сumanity’sΝ naturalΝ andΝ socialΝ components’.Ν InΝ
Tess of the D’Urbervilles, Meisel puts it that Hardy examines the relation between the physical
TessΝ andΝ tСeΝ intellectualΝ AnРelΝ andΝ tСeΝ wayΝ inΝ wСicСΝ tСeΝ СumanΝ relationsΝ areΝ limitedΝ byΝ ‘tСeΝ
imprisoninРΝeРo’Ν– the wandering ego thus defining the meaning of modern.
Another scholar dealing with psychoanalytical issue is Frank R. Giordano (1984) who
concentratesΝ onΝ suicidesΝ andΝ identifiesΝ TessΝ DurbeyfieldΝ asΝ ‘altruisticΝ suicide’Ν [5,Ν 168].Ν InΝ
Giordano’sΝopinion,ΝHardyΝisΝconcernedΝwitСΝСisΝcСaracters’ΝneedΝtoΝbeΝlovedΝandΝallΝtСeΝmoreΝ
his conclusion is that life is fragile though precious.
Leo Waldoff (1979) identifies various forms of determinism in the novel and finds
psycСoloРicalΝdeterminismΝasΝtСeΝcrucialΝelementΝinΝTess’sΝtraРedy.ΝWaldoff explains that there
isΝaΝdiscrepancyΝbetweenΝtСeΝautСor’sΝinsistenceΝonΝinevitabilityΝandΝСisΝambiРuousΝpresentationΝ
ofΝtСeΝevents,ΝconcludinРΝtСatΝ“TessΝisΝaΝvictimΝofΝanΝambivalentΝattitudeΝtowardsΝtСatΝisΝtraceableΝ
both to culture and to the cultureΝ inΝ wСicСΝ СeΝ lived”Ν [5,Ν 165].Ν MoreoverΝ tСereΝ isΝ aΝ splitΝ
ambivalence between Alec and Angel, as Alec views Tess as a sexual object, while Angel
regards her as an idealised non-sexualΝimaРe;ΝinΝWaldoff’sΝopinion,ΝtСeΝdetermininРΝelementΝliesΝ
here in Angel’sΝattitudeΝwСoseΝobsessionΝwitСΝsexualΝpurityΝstopsΝСimΝfromΝreconcilinРΝСisΝimaРeΝ
ofΝ pureΝ womanΝ andΝ tСeΝ realΝ Tess;Ν WaldoffΝ alsoΝ suРРestsΝ aΝ bioРrapСicalΝ linkΝ betweenΝ AnРel’sΝ
obsessionΝwitСΝpurityΝandΝHardy’sΝownΝunconsciousΝobsessionΝinΝtСeΝdesiРninРΝofΝTess’sΝfate.
Rosemary Sumner (1981) develops psychoanalytical issues tackled with by her
predecessorsΝ inΝ sayinРΝ tСatΝ ‘byΝ venturinРΝ inΝ tСeΝ taboosΝ areasΝ andΝ СisΝ insiРСtsΝ intoΝ neuroses,Ν
Hardy anticipates the oeuvre of noteworthy psychologists, namely Freud, JunРΝ andΝ Adler’.Ν InΝ
dealinРΝwitСΝtСeΝ‘psycСoloРicalΝissuesΝofΝmodernΝmanΝandΝwoman’Ν[5,Ν170],ΝRosemaryΝSumnerΝ
examinesΝ tСeΝ problemΝ ofΝ tСeΝ ‘sexuallyΝ inСibitedΝ tСinker’Ν andΝ sСeΝ findsΝ inΝ AnРelΝ ClareΝ ‘aΝ
dominant superego and repressed emotional conflict by projectinРΝ СisΝ ‘anima’Ν ontoΝ Tess’Ν
[ibidem]; in this context we have the modern man interested in sexuality but repressed in a
classical Freudian way, thus living on the edge of sanity.
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Another scholar, T.R. Wright (1989) examines the psychoanalytical angle by drawing on
JacquesΝ LacanΝ wСoΝ ‘postulatesΝ tСeΝ subjectΝ asΝ fraРmentedΝ productΝ ofΝ unconsciousΝ desireΝ
articulatedΝinΝlanРuaРe’ΝandΝtСatΝratСerΝtСanΝbeinРΝsexual,ΝtСeΝdesireΝisΝdirectedΝtoΝtСeΝrealisationΝ
of unity [ibidem]. Wright [5, 171] views Hardy in Tess of the D’Urbervilles, as the voyeuristic
narrator describing Tess with erotic fascination while attempting his purification as well as the
male characters.
The film critic, Kaya Silverman (1981) goes further with the psychoanalytical
introspective by combininРΝ JacquesΝ LacanΝ andΝ JuliaΝ Kristeva’sΝ tСeoriesΝ witСΝ tСeΝ strateРiesΝ ofΝ
visualΝtСeory.ΝSilvermanΝdealsΝwitСΝ‘libidinalΝeconomy’Ν[5,Ν172]ΝofΝtСeΝnovelΝandΝsСowsΝtСatΝtСeΝ
desireΝ isΝ ‘classicallyΝ orРanizedΝ andΝ sustainedΝ tСrouРСΝ representation’.Ν Moreover,Ν Silverman
identifiesΝTessΝasΝtСeΝfemaleΝobjectΝofΝtСeΝmaleΝРaze,ΝtСeΝnarrator’sΝРazeΝincluded.ΝInΝSilverman’sΝ
vision, Tess represents the surface on which the pattern is designed by a tourist, a landscape
painter or a passer-by. Geoffrey Harvey provides Silverman’sΝconclusion:Ν
With its insistence upon relational identity and the coercive power of the signifier, figural
history in Tess of the d’Urbervilles would finally seem to be nothing other than a
nightmarish view of the symbolic order - a traumatic apprehension of the central role
played in the constitution of the subject by the language and desire of the Other [5, 172].
Marjorie Garson (1991), [5, 174] also reads Tess through a Lacanian approach and finds
NatureΝinΝHardy’sΝnovelsΝasΝ‘presentΝasΝaΝfraРmentedΝСumanΝbody’.ΝGarsonΝmakesΝuseΝofΝsomeΝ
LacanianΝconceptsΝsucСΝasΝ‘mirror’,Ν‘tСeΝcorpsΝmorceles’ΝandΝ‘tСeΝWomanΝasΝotСer’ΝsuРРestinРΝ
that in Hardy the Other always includes the dimension of class and that the Nature is to be found
behind the characters asΝtСeΝ‘GreatΝMirror’.ΝGarsonΝreРardsΝNatureΝasΝrevealinРΝtСeΝinadequacyΝ
of Tess as a figure of unity and she advances her theory that Nature reflects less the relations
between the main characters, yet it reflects more the anxieties and concerns of the author himself
who invents the characters with the aim of solving his weaknesses.
5. Conclusions
Hardy’sΝ pСilosopСicalΝ discourseΝ representsΝ tСeΝ epiloРueΝ ofΝ tСeΝ novel.Ν ItΝ isΝ alsoΝ tСeΝ
epilogue of Tess. She ended her life of misery, of which she could catch short fragments of
Сappiness.ΝHardy’sΝdiscourseΝdemonstratesΝtСatΝlifeΝcanΝsometimesΝbeΝunfairΝandΝifΝtСisΝСappensΝ
wСoΝisΝtoΝblame?ΝAtΝtСisΝpoint,ΝHardy’sΝlifeΝpСilosopСy,ΝwСicСΝweΝnoticeΝinΝtСeΝendΝofΝtСeΝnovel,Ν
is that human existence can be unfair. A life full of suffering such as Tess’s can end even worse,
with death, there is nothing to entitle anybody to a reward whether he/ she had an unhappy life;
life itself is unfair and there is nothing the human can do to change that. This is what the novelist
wanted the reader to see.
Yet, at a closer look of the psychoanalytical angles different scholars examined, the
reader finds more than a life philosophy. Tess of the D’Urbervilles representsΝ Hardy’sΝ
suppressed human weaknesses.
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